
 

 

Greetings,  

Clergy and Congregations in the Christian Church (DOC) of Mid-America: 

Who are you to judge someone else’s servant? To their own master, servants stand 
or fall. And they will stand, for the Lord is able to make them stand.  

Romans 14:4 (NIV) 

We find ourselves here again in the St. Louis Region, and this time Disciples plan 
to have an organized and sustained presence.  Yesterday, we coordinated 
congregations who would offer hospitality and supplies following the not guilty 
verdict. Compton Heights Christian Church and Centennial Christian Church were 
among the safe spaces who offered relief to demonstrators. The St. Louis Racial 
Justice Group, as part of your Regional AR/PR ministry wants to be a resource to 
connect us and mobilize Disciples during this moment while using this moment to 
build an infrastructure for the movement.  For such a time as this some have been 
called, civil rights leaders say St. Louis is the new Selma.  Currently we are 
reaching out to local and national Disciples leaders for connection, collaboration 
and coordination.  

In collaboration with protest leaders we beseech Disciples to be a prophetic public 
witness in the following forms:  

 



 

1) Share positive narratives about the protest movement.  
The protestors have clearly outlined their stance as non-violent direct action 
and disruption, but no destruction.  The protest leadership is diligently trying 
to manage people who go off script an off-protest plans. Remember black 
people are being killed, while property damage is not something we desire, the 
priority is for black people to stop being killed.  The actions organized by this 
protest group are in collaboration with local officials and law enforcement.  
 

2) Organize supplies in your area for drop off to St. Louis  
 

 Cases of bottled water  

 Individually wrapped snacks (chips, granola bars, etc.) 
 Hospital style masks  

 First aid basics 

 Protest basics: Milk of Magnesia/Malox (best for tear gas/pepper spray) 
 

3) As you are led, join demonstrations and local Disciples 
 
a) For notifications please email: revdwise@yahoo.com.  Please include your 

full, name, phone, and Disciples affiliation.   
 

b) Download the signal messenger application from the google play store. All 
action alerts will co 
 
 

4) Make donations to the Reconciliation Offering being received in 
congregations on September 24, and October 1. Your support will bolster our 
efforts to organize justice cohorts in our region for ongoing sustained justice 
witness in Mid-America.  
 

5) Please fill out the following survey so we can gather some basic info for 
further contact and coordination. https://goo.gl/forms/rHUinEOWi3zDltYs1  

 

`        Feel free to reach out to me if you have questions or concerns  

Rev. Dr. Dietra Wise Baker  
Organizing Specialist 
National Benevolent Association  
Phone: 314-517-9728 (text) 
E-Mail: revdwise@yahoo.com (e-mail) 
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